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1 Introduction: alternative-sensitivity 
 
 
This paper puts forward a novel analysis of the English scalar-additive particle even. The 
analysis will account for a novel observation conversing adverbial instances of scalar-additive 
particles in English, and cross-linguistically: In particular, it will be shown that the syntactic 
distribution and semantic association behavior of scalar-additive particles differs from exclusive 
particles (only) in interesting ways.  Exclusive particles are focus-sensitive in the traditional 
sense: they conventionally associate exclusively with focus (Rooth 1985, Beaver and Clark 2008, 
Coppock and Beaver 2014).  As opposed to this, the interpretation of adverbial even is 
semantically sensitive not only to the meaning of the focus constituent, but also to the meaning 
of contrastive topics, when present. I will refer to this simultaneous sensitivity of even to the 
meaning of focus and contrastive topic (CT) as generalized alternative sensitivity. Drawing on 
data from English, German and Vietnamese, I will show that the two core meaning components 
of even, namely its scalar and its additive inference, are sensitive to the semantic contribution of 
CT and focus in different ways: The scalar meaning component is only sensitive to the 
contribution of focus, i.e. it conventionally associates with focus in the sense of Beaver and 
Clark (2008). The additive meaning component, by contrast, is sensitive to both focus and 
contrastive topic information, mediated through movement traces or, alternatively, designated 
focus variables (Kratzer 1991, Erlewine 2014). The empirical observations lead to a formal 
semantic analysis that accommodates these differences in the association behavior of additive 
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and scalar meaning component. The analysis crucially relies on the assumption that all instances 
of even, including adverbial even, obligatorily come with a discourse-anaphoric additive 
inference, as proposed in Karttunen and Peters (1979), but pace Wagner (under revision). 

The present study was carried out in the context of extensive cross-linguistic investigations, 
for the most part on Non-Indoeuropean languages, which showed there to be cross-linguistically 
robust differences in the distribution and semantics of exclusive particles, on the one hand, and 
scalar and additive particles, on the other, whilst exhibiting robust cross-linguistic tendencies; cf. 
e.g. Zimmermann (2005) in Hausa (West Chadic, Afro-Asiatic), Hartmann and Zimmermann 
(2007, 2011) on Bura (Central Chadic, Afro-Asiatic), Koch and Zimmermann (2010) on 
NłeɁkepmxcin (Salish), Grubic and Zimmermann (2011) on Bura (West Chadic, Afro-Asiatic), 
Karvovskaya (2013) on Ishkashimi (Iranian). In particular, exclusive particles were shown to 
associate conventionally with the focus constituent in each and every language under scrutiny. 
By contrast, additive and scalar particles exhibit a more liberal syntactic and semantic behavior 
across languages: First, such particles have a wider syntactic distribution in that they do not have 
to associate with focus constituents (alone). Second, they are semantically more flexible in 
seemingly operating on more than just focus alternatives: I will refer to such particles as 
alternative-sensitive particles. The observed differences add to another important distinction 
between scalar and exclusive particles, first observed in Jackendoff (1972) and recently 
discussed in Erlewine (2014): unlike exclusive only, scalar even is able to associate backwards 
with left dislocated focus constituents. As opposed to the discussion in Erlewine (2014), this 
paper is exclusively concerned with backward association of even with contrastive topics. 

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 starts off by briefly sketching the standard 
analysis of exclusive and scalar particles as focus particles, and by pointing out a number of 
empirical differences between exclusive (‘only’) and scalar particles, which raise problems for 
the classical restrictive view of scalar and additive particles as run-off-the-mill focus-sensitive 
expressions (Jackendoff 1972, Jacobs 1983, Rooth 1985, Beaver and Clark 2008). Section 3 
contains a case study of the association behavior of adverbial even in English. It will be shown 
that the meaning of this particle is sensitive to both FOC- and CT-information, albeit in different 
ways. Drawing on data from Vietnamese, section 4, will then put forward a formal account of the 
more liberal semantic behavior of alternative-sensitive even. The novel analysis generalizes the 
analysis of focus-sensitive even in Kay (1990) in order to accommodate the observed sensitivity 
of adverbial even to contrastive topics. Section 5 adds some skeptical remarks on the viability of 
deconstructing contrastive topics as sequences of stacked focus operators (Wagner 2012) in 
Vietnamese and, possibly, cross-linguistically, before section 6 concludes. 

 
 

2 Scalar particles and focus sensitivity  
 
 
This section first provides an overview of standard semantic analyses of focus particles, which 
treat exclusive, scalar (-additive) and additive particles in a uniform manner. I will then identify 
some relevant differences in the syntactic distribution and semantic association behavior of 
scalar (-additives) and additives, on the one hand, and exclusive particles, on the other: Scalar (-
additives) exhibit a wider syntactic distribution and more liberal association behavior. 
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2.1 The standard picture 
 
 
According to the standard picture in the literature, there is a syntactically and semantically 
homogeneous class of focus particles (FP) in natural languages, which comprises exclusive 
(only, EXCL), scalar (-additive) (even, SCAL) and additive (also/too, ADD) particles. According 
to the standard picture, all particles of this class interact semantically with the focus-background 
partition in parallel ways: Crucially, they are only sensitive to the contribution of focus. 
Apparent differences in association behavior, for instance regarding the possibility of backward 
association, are attributed to the fact that some particles (only) contribute to the asserted truth-
functional meaning, whereas others (even, also) trigger a presupposition (Erlewine 2014). An 
early description of the uniform behavior of the three kinds of focus particles is found in Jacobs 
(1983: 127), who holds that “[…] the meaning differences in [1a] – [1c] must be due to 
differences in the lexical meaning of the particles nur, sogar and auch.” (my translation, MZ) 
 
 

(1) a. Nur  einige Arbeitslose  baten  Gerda  um ein Autogramm.  (only) 
 b. Sogar  einige Arbeitslose  baten  Gerda  um ein Autogramm.  (even) 
 c. Auch  einige Arbeitslose  baten  Gerda  um ein Autogramm. (also) 
  FP some  unemployed asked Gerda for an autograph 
  ‘Only/Even/Also some unemployed persons asked Gerda for an autograph” 
 
 
Jacobs (1983) provides a unified semantic analysis of focus particles in which all of them refer to 
contextually given scales. Rooth (1985) puts forward a uniform alternative-based treatment of 
the three particles in Alternative semantics, see below. A more recent quote advocating a unified 
treatment in a discourse-semantic approach is found in Beaver and Clark (2008: 86): “[…], only 
some expressions that have been labeled focus sensitive have a lexically-encoded, 
conventionalized dependency on focus. In this section we discuss some of these types of 
expressions, including exclusives, additives, scalar additives, […] (my italics, MZ).” For 
concreteness, unified formal analyses of the three particle types are shown in (2) to (4), where 
the (a)-analyses are cast in the alternative semantic approach following Rooth (1985) and the (b)-
analyses are formulated in the structured proposition approach, following Krifka (1991) i.a. Of 
particular relevance for the present paper are the lexical entries for even in (4ab), in which the 
particle introduces both a scalar (SCAL) and an additive (ADD) presupposition, following 
Karttunen and Peters (1979), among others. 
 
 

 (2) a. [[ only S]]  w  = 1 iff q [[ S]]  f: q(w)  q = [[ S]]  0 

 b. [[ only]]w(<BG,F>) = 1 iff zD: [BG(z)(w)  z = F] 
 (3) a. [[ also S]]  w  = 1 iff [[ S]]  w =1; defined iff p[[ S]]  f and p  [[ S]]  0: p(w)  

 b. [[ also]]   w(<BG,F>) = 1 iff BG(F); defined iff xD: x  F and BG(x)(w) 
 (4) a. [[ even S]]  w  =  1 iff [[ S]] w =1; defined iff  

     i. p[[ S]]  f: p(w) and p  [[ S]]  0  ADD 
     ii.q[[ S]]  f: [[ S]]   0  >C q in w   SCAL 

 b. [[ even]]  w(<BG,F>) = 1 iff BG(F); defined iff 
     i. xD and x  F: BG(x)(w) ADD 
     ii. zD: BG(F) >C  BG(z) in w SCAL 
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Next to the unquestionable focus-sensitivity of the three particle classes at the level of intuition, 
there are other empirical observations supporting a unified analysis. For instance, a uniform 
analysis of focus particles allows for a treatment of exclusive and scalar particles as antonyms, 
which either make reference to different endpoints or regions on a scale in scale-based 
approaches (Horn 1969, Jacobs 1983: 144-45, König 1991, Grubic 2015), or which restrict the 
question under discussion (QUD) in excluding stronger or weaker propositions on some 
contextually given scale (Beaver and Clark 2008, Coppock and Beaver 2011, 2014). The 
antonymic relation of exclusive and scalar particles is evidenced by systematic meaning flips 
with one and the same particle in different contexts: In many languages, an exclusive form gets a 
scalar even-interpretation in scale-reversing contexts (in the presence of additional material). 
This is the case, for instance, with German auch nur, with Dutch ook maar, with Italian anche 
solo/soltanto, Slovak i len, and Czeck i jen, all literally meaning ALSO ONLY, with Spanish tan 
solo/solamente and Catalan tan sols, literally meaning SO ONLY (Gast and van der Auwera, 
2011: 32), and with Blackfoot ikak- meaning ONLY (Bliss, 2010); see also Grubic (2012: 301) 
for discussion.  

The second intuitive appeal of a unified analysis lies in the related semantic behavior of 
additive and scalar particles. In many languages, including English, scalar particles display an 
additive meaning component, for which reason they are commonly called scalar-additives (Gast 
and van der Auwera 2011). Conversely, additive particles often allow for additional scalar 
interpretations when their associate is contrastively or emphatically focused. An example from 
German is given in (5): 
 
 

 (5)  Auch einige der größten GENIES waren schlechte Schüler.  [German] 
  ‘Even some of the greatest geniuses were bad at school.’  (Jacobs 1983: 129) 

 
 
The tight semantic relation between additive and scalar (-additive) particles would be directly 
accounted for if both classes of particles were to make reference to scales, to focus alternatives, 
or to QUDs as part of their lexical meaning. Alternatively, the parallel behavior of scalar and 
additive particles would also follow on an analysis setting them both aside from exclusives qua a 
shared additive, or anaphoric, meaning component. With exclusives, scalar particles would then 
share in common the sensitivity to scales or focus alternatives. Tab.1 depicts the semantic 
commonalities between exclusive, scalar (-additive) and additive particles in schematic form: 
 
 

Scale-sensitivity Anaphoric/Additive 
EXCL ADD 
SCAL SCAL 

Table 1: Semantic commonalities between exclusive, scalar (-additive) and additive particles 
 
On the assumption that scalar-additive particles, such as English even, share one meaning 
component with exclusive and additive particles each, we expect a wider and more flexible 
distribution of scalars compared to exclusive particle. More to the point, the syntactic and 
semantic properties of scalar-additive particles should follow from those of exclusive particles, 
on the one hand, and from those of additive particles, on the other. This is indeed what we find. 
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2.2 Differences between EXCL vs SCAL/ADD particles 
 
 
The two particle classes exhibit major differences in their syntactic distribution and semantic 
association behavior. This finding casts some doubt on the appropriateness of a uniform, focus-
based analysis that would treat them as associating only with the focus meaning. This section 
points out a number of differences, many of them taken from the vast literature on focus 
particles, which together call for a refinement of the standard uniform analysis. 

To begin with, the syntactic distribution of additive and scalar particles appears to be 
unrelated to focus in many Non-Indoeuropean languages. For instance, the Hausa additive 
particle maa typically attaches to left-peripheral contrastive topics, but never to fronted foci 
(Newman 2000: 616): 
 
 

 (6)  gwàdo  maa zân  sayáa  ma-kà  [Hausa, Chadic] 
  blanket ADD FUT-1SG buy IO-2SG.M  
  ‘The blanket also, I’ll buy it for you.’  

 
 
Second, as has been observed before (Jackendoff 1972, Rooth 1985, Krifka 1999, Wagner 2012, 
Erlewine 2014), additive also and scalar even show a wider syntactic distribution and more 
flexible association behavior than the exclusive only, even in English. Unlike only, adverbial 
even can associate backwards with a the subject to its left when occurring in preverbal position, 
or from a position following the highest auxiliary (examples taken from Jackendoff 1972). 
 
 
      (7) a. JOHN even gave his daughter a new bicycle. 

  b.      ? JOHN only gave his daughter a new bicycle. 
 (8) a. JOHN will even give his daughter a new bicycle. 
  b.    *? JOHN will only give his daughter a new bicycle. 

 
 
Jackendoff (1972) and Rooth (1985) propose that, unlike only, even can be generated as a high 
sentential adverb, and thereby associate with elements in its c-command domain, including the 
subject. Erlewine (2014) puts forward a formal semantic account of the observed difference on 
the basis of a uniform focus-based semantic analysis of only and even.1 Still, as will be shown in 
section 3, the difference persists in contexts in which the subject to the left of the particle is a 
contrastive topic (Büring 2003) with an additional focus constituent to the right. Erlewine’s 
analysis does not immediately extend to such cases, unless contrastive topics are reanalyzed as 
higher foci in the spirit of Wagner (2012); see section 5 for further discussion.  

Another well-known difference between SCAL/ADD particles and EXCL particles is 
observed in Hungarian, where additives and scalar-additives differ in syntactic distribution from 
exclusive particles. Crucially, the former MUST NOT be located in the immediately preverbal 
position, which is standardly associated with focushood; cf. e.g. Horváth (1986): They occur in a 
higher structural position (9ab), and they do not tolerate the focus-specific word order V > PRT 
(10). Data are taken from Horváth (2005, 2007), who uses them to argue against a 
characterization of the preverbal position in information structural terms. 
 

 

                                                 
1 In a nutshell, the difference derives from the different semantic status of the scalar inference, which is truth-
functional in the case of only but presuppositional in the case of even (Erlewine 2014: chs. 4.3 and 4.4). 
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 (9) a.  Péter   még   Marit   is  [csak egyszer]F  hívta  meg. 
        Peter SCAL  Mary-ACC  ADD    only once   invited PRT 
  ‘Peter invited even MARY only once.’ (it is out of the question that he would  
  have invited anyone else more than once) 
 b. Péter   Marit      is  [csak egyszer]F  hívta  meg. 
        Peter   Mary-ACC ADD   only once   invited PRT 
       ‘Peter invited MARY too only once.’ (he also invited JOHN only once) 

 (10) Péter (még)  Marit    is   meghívta / *hívta meg 
        Peter  SCAL   Mary-ACC  ADD  PRT-invited   invited PRT 
    ‘Peter even invited MARY. / Peter invited MARY, too.’ 
 
 
An alternative analysis, more in line with the treatment of scalar even proposed in this paper, 
would derive the data in (9) and (10) from the fact that scalar-additive and additive particles can 
semantically associate with more than just the focus constituent, presumably owing to the 
additive, or anaphoric, meaning component expressed by the obligatory particle is.2  

The Hungarian data are paralleled by the observed behavior of postposed additive particles 
under stress in English and German, which can associate with contrastive topics (CTs) to their 
left (Krifka 1999). This is illustrated in (11): 
 
 

 (11) QUD: Who ate what? 
    What did Fred eat? What did Bill eat? etc. 
  A: FRED/CT ate BEANS\F, and BILL/CT ALSO\ ate beansF. 
       and BILL/CT ate beansF, TOO\. 

 
 
The lexical meaning of such postposed additives makes these particles particularly suitable to 
occur in expressions marked as partial answers to a superordinate question in the discourse, 
which, according to Büring (1997, 2003) is the primary discourse-semantic function of CT-
marking. In other words, the additive particle makes the implicit or presupposed inference that 
there be another partial answer explicit. What still remains largely unaccounted for is the strong 
preference for CT-sensitive additives in English or German to occur in sentences with given, de-
accented VPs (Féry and Krifka 2008). Marginally, unaccented ADDs are also possible in proper 
CT-contexts, though. In such cases, the additive particle appears to operate on CT- and focus 
alternatives simultaneously, as illustrated in (12) from the novel Extremely Loud and Incredibly 
Close by Jonathan Safran Foer (highlighting and subscripts mine, MZ): 
 
 

(12) “Then there was Bernie Black, who had a view of Gramercy Park, but not a key to it, 
which he said was worse than looking at a brick wall. Chelsea Black had a tan line 
around her ring finger, because she got divorced right after she got back from her 
honeymoon, and Don BlackCT was also an animal-rights activistF, and Eugene 
BlackCT also had a coin collectionF.”  

 
 
In (12), the super-ordinate question signaled by CT-accenting on the subject is Which BLACK/ 
had which PROPERTY\?, which presupposes that some other Black had some other property. 

                                                 
2 The information structural status of the semantic associate Marit in (9) and (10) is controversial (Anna Szabolcsi, 
p.c.). Whilst it does not occur in the same syntactic position as unquestionable contrastive topics, it still carries a 
pitch accent possibly evoking scalar alternatives.  
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Notice that the marked contrastive topic-focus-association pattern in (12) is productively shown 
by additive particles in other languages, such as e.g. Turkish (Göksel and Özsoy 2003, 
Karvovskaya 2013) 
 
 
(13) LeylaCT sinema-yaF gidi-yor,  MeltemCT  de   konser-eF  (gidi-yor).  
 Leyla  cinema-DAT  go-DUR, Meltem     ADD  concert-DAT  go-DUR  
 ‘LEYLA is going to the MOVIES and MELTEM is going to a CONCERT.’  
 
 
Summing up so far, scalar (-additive) and additive particles differ cross-linguistically from their 
exclusive counterparts in syntactic distribution and their more semantic association behavior. 
The association behavior is more liberal in that the particles in question are also sensitive to non-
focal and typically contrastive topic information. This more liberal association behavior of 
SCAL and ADD particles can be formally captured in two ways. Either, both particles could be 
analyzed as freely associating elements, which are only indirectly constrained by the semantic 
import of focus and contrastive topic information via quantification restriction; see e.g. the 
treatment of adverbial quantifiers in Beaver and Clark (2003). Or else, and this will be the 
analysis pursued here, scalar and additive particles are analyzed as general alternative-sensitive 
particles, which are sensitive to both focus and contrastive topic information, albeit in different 
ways. 
 
 
 

3 Scalar even as an alternative-sensitive particle 
 
 
This section introduces the core data concerning the more liberal distribution and semantic 
association behavior of the scalar particle even in English, together with a first stab at a formal 
analysis. This analysis will eventually be revised in section 4, under the impression of findings 
for scalar particles in Vietnamese. Section 3.1 gives an overview over relevant semantic 
properties of adverbial even; Section 3.2 shows that adverbial even and its German counterpart 
sogar are not only sensitive to alternatives introduced by focal material, but also to the 
alternatives introduced by contrastive topics. In this respect, scalar particles crucially differ from 
exclusives. Section 3.2 will also reveal that contrastive topic and focus meaning contribute to the 
alternative-sensitive interpretation of even in different ways: In particular, the contrastive topic 
information is only relevant for the additive meaning component determining the form of 
suitable discourse antecedents for the proposition containing even. The scalar meaning 
component of even, by contrast, is only sensitive to the focus meaning, i.e. it is truly focus-
sensitive in the traditional sense. Section 3.3 concludes with a preliminary discussion of how to 
formalize the two meaning components of even. 
 
 
 
3.1 Scalar particles: semantic properties and the analysis in Kay (1990) 
 
 
This section provides an overview of some relevant semantic properties of adverbial even and its 
German counterpart sogar. Particular attention is paid to the formal analysis in Kay (1990), who 
– to my knowledge – was the first to (implicitly) acknowledge the relevance of contrastive topics 
for the interpretation of even. 

Before we turn to the interpretation of even, let us take note of the fact that the exclusive 
particle only indeed conventionally associates with focus. Unlike what will be shown for scalar 
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even below, exclusive only can associate with one or more foci at a time (14a), but crucially not 
with a contrastive topic to its left (14bc). This is irrespective of the type of scale or the type of 
exclusive involved (e.g. Beaver and Clark 2008, Hole 2015), as shown for partially ordered 
exclusion scales in (14b) and for evaluative scales in (14c). Crucially, an interpretation on which 
semantic exclusion would affect both object and subject domain is systematically unavailable: 
Only must associate with foci in its c-command domain! 
 
 

 (14) a. John only introduced BILLF\ to MARYF\ (no other introductions by John) 
  b. JOHNCT/ only invited BILLF\      
    ‘The only inviting event was of Bill by John.’ 
  = ‘As for John, he only invited Bill.’ (FOC-association; onlyEXCL) 
  c. JOHNCT/ only jumped 5 FEETF\. 
    ‘The only jumping event was by John, and it reached 5 feet.’ 
  = ‘As for John, he only jumped 5 feet.’ (FOC-association; onlyEVAL) 
 
 
Turning now to the semantics of even, it is sometimes observed that the relative unlikelihood of 
the prejacent proposition of even, that is the proposition expressed by the clause containing even, 
is NOT a necessary prerequisite for the licensing of scalar particles; cf. Jacobs (1983), Kay 
(1990), pace Karttunen and Peters (1979). The German example in (15a) is again taken from 
Jacobs (1983: 130, ex.4.13), and translated as (15b). The crucial observation is that the scalar 
particle is licensed even though it is NOT unlikely that the glutton Carmen would eat the most. 
 
 

 (15) a. Daß diese Erbsensuppe großen Anklang fand, sieht man daran, wie viele 
Teller die Kinder davon aßen: Petra aß zwei Teller, Markus aß drei Teller, und 
Carmen, unser kleiner Vielfraß, schaffte sogar vier Teller. 

       b. You can see how the children cherished the pea soup from the number of 
plates eaten: PETER/ ate TWO\ plateful, MARKUS/ ate THREE\ plateful, and 
CARMENCT /, our little glutton, even ate FOURF\ plateful. 

 
 
What is crucial for the purposes of the present article is that the examples (15ab) involve run-off-
the-mill contrastive topic (CT) contexts (Büring 2003). As indicated by the prosodic marking and 
by the information structure diacritics in (15b), the listing sentences in (15ab) all address the 
superordinate context question WHO/CT ate HOW MUCH\F?, including the final sentence 
containing even. Importantly, the occurrence of the scalar particle is not governed exclusively by 
the focus alternatives, but also by the alternatives expressed by the CTs. Instead of relating the 
prejacent proposition to propositions of the form Carmen ate n plateful with variation only in the 
focus alternatives, the scalar particle even in (15ab) relates the proposition that Carmen ate four 
plateful to propositions of the form x ate n plateful, with alternatives substituting for x and n in 
contrastive topic AND focus position, respectively. The simultaneous sensitivity of even to focus 
and CT-information is schematically shown in (15c): 
 
 

 (15)  c. {Peter, Markus, Carmen}   {2 plateful, 3 plateful, 4 plateful}  
   EATERSCT   AMOUNTSF 
 
 
The examples in (15) constitute the central empirical observation of the present article: Unlike 
exclusive only in (14bc) above, adverbial even is able to associate simultaneously with a CT to 
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its left and with a focus to its right. Example (16), another famous example from Kay (1990), 
displays the same CT-F-configuration: The B-response containing even addresses the 
superordinate context question WHO/ jumps WHICH\ height?, and, consequently, the scalar 
particle even relates the prejacent proposition to propositions of the form x jumped n feet. 
 

(16) A: Can Stretch jump six feet? 
  B: Sure, DUMPY/ can even jump SEVEN\ feet.  
   (Kay 1990: 68, ex. (22), intonational marking mine; MZ)  
 
 
In particular, the B-response implies that Stretch should be able to jump a height higher than 
seven feet. 

Examples such as (15) and (16) led Kay (1990) to propose that the prejacent proposition 
denoted by an even-clause, or the text proposition (tp) for him, is licensed if and only if it entails 
a contextually given, or inferable context proposition (cp), where entailment is computed on one 
or more contextually given scales in various semantic domains. Relevant semantic domains 
identified in previous work on even include likelihood, number, partially-ordered pluralities, 
ranks, rhetorical strength, or the utility factor for achieving a particular (discourse) goal (Roberts 
1996). In example (17) from Greenberg (2014), for instance, the presence of even seems to imply 
that steel-made tools may be more appropriate for the intents and purposes of the addressee in 
being more robust or more reliable, while leaving the precise nature of the potential advantage 
underspecified. Again, and tellingly, the even-clause contains a contrastive topic and a focus, and 
even is sensitive to both. 
 
 

 (17) (Seller to client): Both tools are strong. The one on the right is made of strong  
  aluminum, and the one on the left is even made of steel.  
  Addressee’s goals/implicit QUDs:  
  I need a strong tool.   QUD1: Which is a strong tool? 
      QUD2: Of which material are strong tools made? 
 
 
There is another important property of scalar particles that was already implicitly addressed 
above: as a discourse-semantic device, the core function of scalar even lies in establishing an 
anaphoric relation between the prejacent proposition and the context proposition. The meaning 
of even can be formalized as in (18), which is modelled after the analysis for the discourse-
anaphoric particle doch in Egg (2012) and Egg and Zimmermann (2012): p stands for the 
discourse-anaphoric prejacent, q for a suitable antecedent proposition in the context, and >C for 
entailment on some scale:3 
 
 

 (18) [[ even ]] (p)(q)  = p;  
    defined iff  i. q is a licit alternative to p    (ADD) 

      ii. p >C q on a contextually given scale   (SCAL) 

                                                 
3 The meaning specification in (18) is simplified; see Greenberg (2015, in press) for additional constraints at work in 
licensing felicitous utterances with even in discourse. For instance, Greenberg (2015) argues convincingly that that 
the context proposition q must not be below a contextually given standard, which accounts for the infelicity of (ia) 
(example courtesy of Daniel Gutzmann, p.c.). In addition, the scalar values of prejacent proposition p and context 
proposition q must be sufficiently far apart, which accounts for the infelicity of (ib) (Daniel Gutzmann, p.c.):  
(i) a.        # Most veterans in the hospital had (only) one arm, and Jimmy even had two.  
 b.        # Jimmy found 51 cents, and Billy even found 52 cents.  
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Importantly, the existential statement in the additive presupposition in the lexical entries (4ab) 
from above is weakened to a mere anaphoricity condition in (18): For an even-sentence to be 
licensed it is sufficient that there be a suitable propositional antecedent in the context. There need 
not be an actual focus alternative with the background property in the evaluation world w0, as 
long as an alternative has been raised (implicitly or explicitly) in the preceding context. Even 
shares this basic discourse-anaphoric function with additive particles proper, which also establish 
discourse relations between a proposition and a contextually given antecedent proposition.  

Turning back to Kay’s (1990) example (16), repeated here, the complex semantic structure 
with two dimensions of variation led Kay to propose a novel, multi-dimensional analysis of 
scalar particles. Kay’s innovation consists in the fact that entailment relations between the 
prejacent proposition of the even-clause (tp) and the context proposition (cp) are computed over 
a multi-dimensional logical space with n  1 scalar dimensions.  
 
 

 (19) A:  Can Stretch jump six feet? (cp) 
  B: Sure, DUMPY can even jump SEVEN feet. (tp) (Kay 1990: 68, ex. (22)) 

 
 
Example (19) involves two scalar dimensions, which are constructed from the contrastive topic 
domain of jumping athletes or athlete skills and from the focus domain of heights, respectively. 
In this two-dimensional space, schematically illustrated in figure 1, the even-utterance is licensed 
because the prejacent proposition entails the context proposition in both scalar dimensions: 
Jumping seven feet entails jumping six feet in the vertical dimension, and a worse athlete 
jumping n feet entails a better athlete jumping the same height in the horizontal dimension. 
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Figure1: Licensing even in a two-dimensional space; Kay (1990: 69, Fig.5) 

 
More generally, Kay (1990) argues that an even-utterance is licensed whenever the prejacent 
proposition is stronger than, or at least equal to the contextually resolved antecedent proposition 
on each and every scale in the multi-dimensional space. This translates into tp being necessarily 
higher than and to the right of cp in the schematic diagram in (19). In section 3.2, it will emerge 
that this licensing mechanism for even is in need of refinement. In particular, we will see that 
contrastive topic and focus information effect the licensing of even in different ways: Whilst the 
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contrastive topic information constrains the search space for suitable context propositions in a 
multi-dimensional space, the strength entailments will be shown to be exclusively computed on 
the focus scale(s). As a result, the prejacent proposition need not be higher than or to the right of 
the context proposition (cp) in all dimensions of the multi-dimensional space edged out by 
contrastive topic and focus, as long as it is higher than or to the right of cp along the focus scale. 

This overview of the semantics of scalar particles concludes with the observation that the 
prejacent proposition of even-sentences is only required to entail such alternative proposition(s) 
cp1 … cpn that are activated and salient in the preceding context. They need not be the absolutely 
strongest propositions on whichever scale. This accounts for the possibility of repeated 
occurrences of even in sequences made up of successively stronger statements, such as (20), in 
which even is once more sensitive to contrastive topic and focus information. 
 
 

 (20) KLAUS/CT solved FIVE\F exercises, CINDY/CT solved even SIX\F, and 
ABDUL/CT, that smart geezer, solved even SEVEN\F exercises. 

 
 
We now turn to the different effects of contrastive topic and focus on the licensing of even. 
 
 
 
3.2 Alternative-sensitivity: the different role of CT and focus 
 
 
In this sub-section, we will first show that the form of the alternative context proposition 
required for licensing the anaphoricity requirement of adverbial even in (18i) (additivity 
presupposition) is determined by the position of ALL the alternative-inducing constituents in the 
even-clause, namely of focus and, if present, of the contrastive topic. Following this, we will 
show that only focus information is relevant for computing the scalar entailment relations 
underlying the scalarity requirement of even in (18ii) (scalarity presupposition). 

Looking at (19) once more, we see that the explicit comparison of the prejacent proposition 
that Dumpy can jump seven feet to the context proposition that Stretch can jump six feet 
necessitates a CT-FOC articulation of the even-clause, shown again in (21a). In other words, 
(21a) with alternative-sensitive even presupposes the existence of alternative propositions of the 
form ‘x can jump n feet’ in the preceding discourse; cf. (21c). Propositions that are not members 
of the alternative set in (21c) do not qualify as suitable discourse-antecedents for even. 
 
 

(21) a. Sure,   DUMPYCT/ can even  jump SEVENF\ feet. 
  b. cp (even-p) = [w. STRETCH    can       jump  SIX feet in w]  ALT(even-p) 
  c. ALT(even-p) = {x can jump n feet| xPERSON, nN} 

 
 
Formally, ALT(even-p) can be derived by calculating the big set union of Büring’s (2003) 
contrastive topic value, as indicated in (22). The result is a simple set of propositions that vary in 
the CT- and focus position, respectively: 
 
 

 (22) ALT(even-p21a) =  [[ (21a) ]] CT  
  = { {Dumpy can jump n feet| nN}, {Stretch can jump n feet| nN}, …} 
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The application of big set union effectively flattens out the hierarchic set structure imposed by 
computing the CT-value. It follows that ALT(even-p) will stay the same when the positions of CT 
and focus in (21a) are reversed, as in (23a).  
 
 

 (23) a. DUMPYF\ can even jump SEVENCT/ feet. (Anybody can jump 7 feet) 
  b. ALT(even-p23a ) =  [[ (23a) ]] CT  
   =  {{x can jump 7 feet|xPERS}, {x can jump 6 feet| xPERS}, …}  
   =  [[ (21a) ]]  CT  
 

(23a) could be felicitously used in response to a context question such as ‘SIX/ Feet, can 
STRETCH\ jump higher than that?’, implying that any athlete at least as good as Dumpy (who 
sets the lower threshold for athlete skills) can certainly jump six feet.  

What the examples (21a) and (23a) show, then, is that the licensing contexts for the even-
proposition are dependent on the CT-focus structure of the even-clause when a CT is present. In 
sentences without contrastive topic, however, the appropriate licensing context will only depend 
on the position of focus, as is standardly assumed in focus semantic analyses of even. This makes 
the association of even with focus a special case of the more general association of even with 
alternatives when it comes to determining the space of suitable discourse antecedents. The 
simple case of plain association with focus is observed in cases of one-dimensional association 
with a single focus constituent, as illustrated in (24) and (25) with focus on degree object and 
subject, respectively. In (24), even requires a context proposition, sometimes implicit, of the 
form ‘A good athlete can jump n feet’, and the strength entailment is computed over the height 
domain as well. 
 
 

 (24) OBJF: Entailment in HEIGHT-dimension 
  QUD: How high can a good athlete jump? 
   A good athlete can even jump SEVEN feetF\. 
 (25) SUBJF: Entailment in QUAL-dimension 
  QUD: Which athlete can jump 6 feet? 
   An AVERAGEF\ athlete can even jump six feet. 

 
 
In (25), even requires a context proposition of the form ‘x can jump 6 feet’ or ‘A P-athlete can 
jump 6 feet’, and the strength entailment is computed over the same domain of athletes.  

Things get a bit more complex when we look at instances of simultaneous association with 
focus and a CT, however. Here, a novel observation enters the picture: it shows that even though 
CT and focus are both relevant for determining the set of suitable context propositions 
(additivity), the entailment dimension (scalarity) is solely determined by the focus constituent. In 
other words, scalar particles always require a focus constituent for computing the necessary 
strength entailments that will license their scalarity presupposition. To see this, consider a 
context with a CT-subject and a focused object, such as (26): 
 
 

 (26) Q:  WHICH/CT athlete can jump which HEIGHT\F? 
  QUDs:  Which height can the BEST/CT athlete jump? 
    Which height can an AVERAGE/CT athlete jump? 
    Which height can the WORST/CT athlete jump? etc.  
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CT- and focus open up a two-dimensional space of suitable context propositions that may differ 
in the CT-subject and in the F-object value. Crucially, though, the scalar entailment between the 
prejacent proposition of even and the context proposition is only computed over the focus 
domain. Compare the felicitous (27a), in which the focus value of the even-proposition (6ft) 
entails the focus value of the context proposition (5ft), with (27b), which is infelicitous even 
though the prejacent proposition likewise entails the context proposition, this time along the 
scale of athlete skills. Crucially, though, this entailment is computed in the CT-dimension, which 
appears to be insufficient for satisfying the scalarity presupposition of even.  
 
 (27) a.  cp: [The WORST/ athlete]CT can jump [FIVE\]F feet and 
   [an AVERAGE/ athlete]CT can even jump [SIX\]F feet. [ 6ft5ft ] 
  b.  cp: [The BEST/ athlete]CT can jump [SEVEN\]F feet, and   
   #[an AVERAGE/athlete]CT can even jump [SIX\]F feet.  [#AVERBEST]  
 
 
The correct and incorrect entailment schemes are graphically illustrated in Fig.2, which 
illustrates that Kay’s characterization of licit entailment patterns is too strong in excluding licit 
occurrences of even. Crucially, even is licit in the context of the context proposition in (27a) even 
though the latter is to the right of the even-proposition in the athlete domain. It seems that all that 
matters is that the context proposition be below even-p in the height-dimension, which is the 
focus dimension. By contrast, in Kay’s original scheme, the licit context propositions would be 
incorrectly restricted to the dark-shaded cell in the lower left corner. 
 
 
 

 

7ft        cp        (#27b) 

even-p: AVERAGE athlete 
can jump SIX ft 

 

 

5ft 

 

 

                     cp       (27a) 

 

      4ft  BEST  AVERAGE  WORST 
 
 Figure 2: Entailment patterns with SUBJCT and OBJF 
 

Reversing the positions of CT and focus as in context (28) yields the opposite picture: 
 
 

 (28) Q:  WHICH\F athlete can jump which HEIGHT/CT? 
  QUDs:  Which athlete can jump SEVEN/CT ft? 
    Which athlete can jump SIX/CT ft? etc. 

 
 
In contrast to (26) and (27) above, the relevant scalar entailment must now be computed over the 
domain of athlete skills, which is determined by focus on the subject. Compare the felicitous 
(29a), in which the focus value of the even-proposition (Average) entails the focus value of the 
context proposition (Best), with (29b), which is infelicitous even though the prejacent 
proposition likewise entails the context proposition, this time along the height scale. Crucially, 
however, this entailment is computed in the CT-dimension, for which reason it is irrelevant for 
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licensing the scalarity presupposition of even. Notice, again, that the propositional content of the 
even-p is the same in (27a) and (29a). 
 
 

 (29) a.  cp: [The BEST\ athlete]F can jump [SEVEN/]CT feet, and 
   [an AVERAGE\ athlete]F can even jump [SIX/]CT feet [AVERBEST]  
   b.  cp: [The WORST\ athlete]F can jump [FIVE/]CT feet, and 
   #[an AVERAGE\ athlete]F can even jump [SIX/]CT feet.  [# 6ft5ft]  
 
 
Notice in passing that expressing the relevant reading of (29a) in German requires reordering of 
the CT-object before the focused subject since – unlike English – German does not tolerate the 
ordering FOC > CT with the accompanying prosodic contours (Wagner 2008, 2012).  
 
 

 (30) cp: SIEBEN/ FußCT  springt der BESTE\ AthletFOC  und 
   seven ft  jumps the best        athlete   and  
   SECHS/ FußCT  springt sogar  ein DURCH\schnittlicher AthletFOC. 

   six ft  jumps even an average        athlete 
 
 
Licit and illicit context propositions according to the scalarity requirement are shown in Figure 3: 
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 even-p: AVERAGE athlete 
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                     cp     (#29b) 

 
      4ft  BEST  AVERAGE  WORST 
 Figure 3: Entailment patterns with SUBJCT and OBJF 
 
 
Same as in (27a), (29a) and (30) are licit context propositions even though they are not located 
below the even-proposition in the logical space of Fig.3. However, these context propositions are 
located to the left of the prejacent proposition in the dimension of focus alternatives, which is the 
only relevant dimension that matters for licensing the scalarity requirement of even.  

The observable contrast in the suitable licensing contexts for even in (27a) and (29a) shows 
that CT-information and focus information contribute to the interpretation of even in different 
ways: Both kinds of information are required for satisfying the discourse-anaphoric additivity 
presupposition, thereby making even a general alternative-sensitive operator in the additivity 
domain. But only the focus information is relevant for satisfying the scalarity presupposition, 
which makes even a run-off-the-mill focus-sensitive operator in the scalarity domain.  

Before concluding this section, please note that the entailment patterns observed with 
adverbial even are independent of the type of contextual scales involved. The examples discussed 
above involved fully ordered scales of degrees, but the observable patterns are fully parallel with 
partially-ordered scales of (plural) individuals, where entailment relations holds between plural 
individuals and their smaller  (atomic) subparts. In (31), even is licensed by strength entailment 
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in the dimension of object focus alternatives (31a), but not by entailment in the CT-subject 
dimension (31b): 

 
 
 

 (31) SUBJCT and OBJF Q: WHO/ invited WHOM\? 
    QUD: Whom did BILL/ invite? Whom did ROB/ invite? 
     Whom did JOHN/ invite? etc. 
   a. ROB/CT invited CATHY\F. 
    and JOHN/CT even invited CATHY and MARY\F. [C+M  C] 
  # b. ROB/CT invited CATHY\F. 
    and ROB and JOHN/CT even invited MARY\F. [#R+J  R] 

 
 
Conversely, even is licensed by strength entailment in the domain of subject focus alternatives 
(32b), but not by strength entailment in the CT-object dimension (32a):  
 
 

 (32) SUBJF and OBJCT Q: WHO\ invited WHOM/? 
    QUD: Who invited SOPHIE/? Who invited CATHY/? 
     Who invited MARY/? 
  # a. ROB\F invited CATHY/CT,    
    and JOHN\F even invited CATHY and MARY/CT. [#C+M  C] 
   b. ROB\F invited CATHY/CT. 
    and ROB and JOHN\F even invited MARY/CT. [R+J  R] 

 
 
 
3.3 Intermediate summary and preliminary analysis 
 
 
Taking stock, the investigation of the association behavior and distribution of the scalar particle 
even has delivered the following results: First, adverbial scalar particles (and additive particles) 
show a more flexible association behavior with information structural categories than exclusive 
particles. In particular, scalar even and its German counterpart sogar are alternative-sensitive in 
the general (CT, F-) sense when it comes to the identification of suitable context propositions 
satisfying the discourse-anaphoric additivity presupposition of even. In contrast, the entailment 
dimension of scalar particles is solely determined by the focus constituent. As far as the semantic 
domain for computing scalar entailments is concerned, then, our findings are compatible with 
standard analyses of scalar particles in Jacobs (1983), Rooth (1985) and Beaver and Clark 
(2008). What sets scalar particles such as even apart from their exclusive counterparts, then, is 
their discourse-anaphoric (additive) meaning component, which they share with additive 
particles. As a result, even-propositions need not exclusively relate to the immediate QUD in the 
discourse context, but may also address superordinate questions in the discourse tree (Büring 
2003). Finally, it appears that a general alternative-sensitivity to CTs and focus is excluded for 
exclusives on principled grounds: The lexical meaning of exclusive particles is not only in 
conflict with the additive meaning component which was shown to be at the heart of CT-focus 
association with adverbial even. Moreover, the exclusive interpretation is also at odds with the 
additivity presupposition that obligatorily comes with CT-marking in the form of a partial 
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answer requirement (Büring 1997, 2003). As a result, exclusive particles are predicted to 
conventionally associate with focus, and only with focus, across languages. 

As for analyzing the general alternative-sensitivity of sentential scalar operators, at least two 
formal approaches come to mind. On the first approach, which we will reject immediately, the 
meaning of the scalar operator would make explicit reference to a Büring-style CT-value in the 
additive meaning component (33i). In addition, it would require selective binding of the 
contrastive topic position in the scalar meaning component (33ii). Factoring out the contribution 
of CT in (33ii) effectively results in focus-sensitivity in the narrow sense. 
 
 

 (33) [[ evenALT S1]]   ([[ S2]] ) = [[ S1]] 0 ;  defined iff  
  i. [[ S2]] 0   [[ S1]] CT (and  [[ S2]] 0  [[ S1]]  0 ) [antecedent licensing] 
  ii. yCT. [[ S1]] 0 >C yCT. [[ S2]] 0     [scalar entailment] 

 
 
The scalar entailment in example (27a) would then be ‘x. [x can jump 6ft] >C x. [x can jump 
5ft]’, i.e. entailment in the height dimension. In the case of (29a), it would be ‘n. [AVERAGE 
can jump n ft] >C n. [BEST can jump n ft]’ in the athlete skills dimension. Still, the procedure is 
somewhat cumbersome: it requires the alternative value of CT-constituents to be factored in 
before being neutralized again by big set union in (33i); and it would nrequires the value of the 
CT-constituent to be factored out by selective predicate-abstraction in (33ii). 

A more promising approach is based on Wagner’s (2012) concept of a CTOPIC-operator:  
Adverbial scalar particles would be analyzed as denoting 2-place operators. Such 2-place 
operators operate semantically on the CT and its (focus-containing) COMMent, cf. (34): 
 
 

 (34) [[ evenALT ]]  ([[ CT ]] )([[ COMMF]] ) =[[ COMMF]] 0 ([[ CT ]] 0);  defined iff 
  i.  q = Q(a), such that Q[[ COMMF]] ALT a[[ CT ]] ALT  (Q  [[ COMMF]] 0   

      a  [[ CT]] 0 )       [antecedent licensing, ADD] 
  ii. P[[ COMMF]] ALT: [[ COMMF]] 0 >C P  [scalar entailment] 

 
 
According to (34), an occurrence of even is licit, given a bipartition of the even-proposition into 
CT and comment, if and only if there is a proposition Q(a), such that Q is a non-trivial 
alternative to the focus-containing comment or a is a non-trivial alternative to the contrastive 
topic,4 and if furthermore the ordinary comment-value (i.e. the focal predicate) entails all salient 
alternative comment values P on some contextually given scale.5 Importantly, there is no 
reference to the CT-meaning in the scalar presupposition, corresponding to the observable facts. 

                                                 
4 The disjunctive clause in formula (34i) ensures that the context proposition q = Q(a) be different from the prejacent 
proposition of even, without requiring there to be variation both in the CT- and in the comment dimension. In 
example (i), a variation on Erlewine (2014: 59, ex.121), only the comment parts differ: 
(i) Q: Who cleaned which room in the house? 
 A: Well, ANTHONY/ cleaned the KITCHEN\, and HE/ even cleaned the BATHROOM\. 
Ultimately, the non-distinctness condition in (34i) may be derivable from general pragmatic constraints on 
informativity in interaction with the scalar presupposition in (34ii). I will leave this issue for future research. 
5 Here, we assume that entailment on contextually given scales is possible with non-propositional entities, such as 
(intensionalized) properties denoted by the comment. Alternatively, it would be possible to lift the entailment to the 
propositional level by existentially quantifying over the comment values, as in (i): 
(i) P [[ COMMF]] ALT: x [ [[ COMMF]] 0 (x)] >C x[P(x)] 
For likelihood-scales, this may indeed be necessary given that we seem to assess the relative likelihood of 
propositional states-of-affairs in the world, rather than the relative likelihood of properties in isolation. See Erlewine 
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The central difference between the 2-place alternative-sensitive operator evenALT in (34) and 
the traditional focus-sensitive 1-place operator evenF defined in (4) above is that evenALT makes 
reference to two different alternative values, instead of but one. This is because the (CT-) 
comment of evenALT contains an additional alternative-inducing focus, unlike the background of 
evenFOC, which is treated by the interlocutors as a given unalternative (Büring 2015). Moreover, 
the structural similarities in the meaning representations of 1-place evenFOC and 2-place evenALT 
allow for a unified semantic treatment of both operators, in particular in the structured 
proposition-approach sketched in (4b). In addition, the reference of 2-place evenALT to discourse 
structure in the form of QUDs, sisters to the QUD, and superordinate questions follows from the 
general alternative-inducing function of CT and FOC, similar to other frameworks (Büring 2003, 
Beaver and Clark 2008, Wagner 2012). Finally, please observe that the discourse-anaphoric 
meaning component in (34i) correctly predicts that all adverbial instances of scalar even will 
come out as (discourse-) additive, pace Wagner (under revision). Wagner argues, based on 
examples such as (35), that adverbial even does not come with an additive meaning component. 
 
 

 (35) The GERMAN swimmer won SILVER and the CANADIAN even won GOLD. 
 
 
In particular, the even-clause in (35) does not presuppose that the Canadian won another medal 
with another focus alternative substituting for gold. Crucially, though, and unnoticed by Wagner 
(2012), (35) still presupposes something, namely that there be an antecedent proposition q of the 
form ‘Somebody else won something else’ in the discourse context. This obligatory well-
formedness condition on appropriate discourse contexts as well as the fact that suitable discourse 
antecedents feature alternatives to the CT- AND the focus meaning follow directly from the 
analysis of adverbial even in (34) as a 2-place operator, which is sensitive to both CT- and 
(through the comment-value) focus alternatives. 

The following section will adopt a wider cross-linguistic perspective by looking at the 
expression of scalarity in the Mon-Khmer language Vietnamese. In Vietnamese, the scalar 
meaning component and the (discourse-) additive meaning component of English even are 
expressed in the form of two different particles. The consideration of the Vietnamese data will 
lead us to propose a revised analysis of scalar even in English. Importantly, this revised analysis 
is much more in line with traditional accounts in that it does not necessitate explicit reference to 
CT- or comment-alternatives in the lexical entry of even. Instead, the sensitivity to CT- and focus 
alternatives in the additive meaning component will be modelled in the syntactic component by 
means of syntactic movement and existential closure over movement traces or designated focus 
variables (Kratzer 1991, Erlewine 2014). 
 
 
 

4 Scalar operators in Vietnamese: revised analysis of scalarity 
 
 
In this section, we take a closer look at the expression of scalar (-additive) meanings in 
Vietnamese. Section 4.1 discusses the syntactic marking of contrastive topics and foci in 
Vietnamese. It is also shown that scalar (-additive) interpretations are expressed by means of two 

                                                                                                                                                             
(2014: 60-61) for an implementation along these lines, and for detailed discussion of an alternative formalization, 
which is based on the copy-theory of movement, on conversion of lower copies to definite descriptions, and on 
generic quantification over the unique individuals denoted by the converted definite copies (plus their accompanying 
uniqueness presuppositions).  
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separate particles, namely the scalar particle thậm chí and the additive particle cũng, 
respectively. In section 4.2, we will investigate in more detail the syntactic distribution and 
association behavior of the two particles in CT-focus-configurations, before section 4.3 puts 
forward the formal semantic analysis of the two particles involved in the expression of scalar 
interpretations in Vietnamese. In section 4.4, this analysis will be extended to English scalars 
leading to a revised analysis of adverbial even. On the revised analysis, even only requires access 
to the focus-background structure of the clause, same as on standard accounts. 
 
 
4.1 The marking of CT and focus and scalar particles in Vietnamese 
 
 
In Vietnamese (Austro-Asiatic, Mon-Khmer), contrastive topics and foci are syntactically 
marked in the orders CTSUBJ>V>FOBJ and CTOBJ>FSUBJ>V for focused objects and focused 
subjects, respectively. The two configurations are illustrated in (36). The contrastive topics are 
morphologically marked by the particle thì, which we take to be comparable in function to the 
Japanese topic marker wa. 
 
 
 (36) a. Q:  WHO/CT supported WHOM\F? 
  QUD: Whom did the LIBERALS/ support? Whom did the TEA PARTY support? 
  [Người của Tea Party]CT thì   [TP (họ) ủng hộ  Trump F].   [CTSUBJ>V>F] 
        person of Tea Party       TOP     they  support Trump    
      ‘[The Tea Party/ members]CT supported [TRUMP\]F.’ 

b. Q: WHO\F supports WHOM/CT? 
  QUD: Who supports CLINTON? Who supports TRUMP?   
  [Trump]CT  thì   [người của Tea Party]F [ ủng hộ]    [CTOBJ>F>V] 
        Trump     TOP       person of Tea Party      support 
     ‘[The TEA PARTY\ members]F support [TRUMP/]CT.’ 
 
 
The second interesting property of Vietnamese is that it exhibits a rich inventory of focus- or 
alternative-sensitive expressions with exclusive, additive, and scalar (-additive) interpretation. 
Many of these expressions consist of two parts, one of which attaches to the focused constituent 
and the other attaches to the vP-background; see Hole (2008, 2013), Tran (2015) and Tran and 
Zimmermann (in prep.) for detailed discussion. Scalar expressions normally consist of the scalar 
particle thậm chí and the additive particle cũng: the scalar particle attaches to the focus 
constituent, and the additive particle attaches to the vP-background. A typical case of association 
of scalar-additive thậm chí …cũng with focus is exemplified in (37), where the presence of thậm 
chí requires the additional presence of cũng. As opposed to this, the additive particle cũng is 
freely licensed in the absence of thậm chí; see (40) below.6 Notice that the focused object in (37) 
has moved to a position outside the vP, as is compulsory for the focus associates of thậm chí 
…cũng. Because of this, the additive particle cũng attaches to an almost empty vP containing the 
traces of topical subject and focused object:    

                                                 
6 What is more, utterances with additive cũng can sometimes take on a pragmatically triggered scalar-additive 
reading, even in the absence of scalar thâm chí; see Tran and Zimmermann (in prep.) for details: 
(i) Bắp chuối    thì  Lan  cũng  ăn.    
 banana flower  PRT  Lan  also  eat         
 ‘Even Lan eats banana buds.’ 
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 (37) QUD: Can Tan jump 1,6m? 
  TânTOP,1 thì    thậm chí  1.7 mF,2  [vP cũng   [vP  t1  nhảy qua  t2]].  
            Tan      PRT SCAL  1.7m     ADD  jump 
    ‘Tan can even jump 1.7m.’ 
 
 
In sum, the CT- and focus status in Vietnamese are mainly indicated by syntactic positioning, 
and scalar interpretations are expressed by means of two particles in different structural 
positions. This naturally raises the question of what will happen under the double association of 
scalar-additive particles with CT and focus. 
 
 
 
4.2 Association of Scalar Particles with CT and Focus in Vietnamese: Data 
 
 
Same as English even, the discontinuous scalar-additive particles in Vietnamese can 
simultaneously associate with focus and a contrastive topic. In such cases, the syntactic marking 
with instances of term focus on nominal arguments is as follows:7 the CT-associate is realized 
sentence-initially and marked by the topic marker thì. Next comes the scalar particle thậm chí, 
which is followed by its term focus-associate in vP-external position; the focus is followed by 
the additive particle cũng in an ad-vP position. (38a) exemplifies the ordering for a sentence with 
subject-CT and object focus; (38b) illustrates the reverse case with object-CT and subject focus:  
 
 

 (38) a. Q:  Who supported whom? 
  QUD: Whom did the LIBs/ support? Whom did the TEA PARTY/ support?  
  [Người của Tea Party]CT thì thậm chí       [ Hillary]F (họ) cũng   ủng hộ.   
       person of Tea Party         PRT  SCAL   Hillary   they   ADD  support 
      ‘[The Tea Party/ members]CT even supported [HILLARY\]F.’ 
  b. Q: Who supports whom? 
  QUD: Who supports RICK PERRY/? Who supports OBAMA/? 
  [Obama]CT thì     thậm chí     [người của Tea Party]F cũng  ủng hộ 
       Obama     TOP  SCAL  person of Tea Party     ADD support 
     ‘[The TEA PARTY\ members]F even support [OBAMA/]CT.’ 
 
 
(39ab) show, moreover, that left-dislocation of object-CTs (and marking with thì) is obligatory 
for the association of thậm chí …cũng with CT and focus. 
 
 

(39) Q:  Who can jump which height? 
  QUD:  Who can jump 1.7 m?  
 a. [1.7 m]CT thì thậm chí  [vận động viên kém nhất]F  cũng      nhảy qua.  
                   1.7 m     TOP  SCAL  athlete worst                        ADD jump.over 
          ‘Even the worst athlete can jump 1.7m.’ 
 b.      # Thậm chí  vận động viên kém nhất  cũng  nhảy qua 1.7m. 
                                                 
7 The ordering is a bit different with predicate focus on (parts of the) vP, as can be observed in connection with 
(41b) below. In this case, the ordering is CT thì > thậm chí > cũng > vPF. Since the additive particle cũng does not 
contribute to the truth-conditional meaning of vP, nor to its focus meaning, the particle thậm chí still has immediate 
semantic access to the focus constituent, as is required for computing the scalar entailment; see below. There is no 
need for preposing focused vP-predicates in order to make them visible to the focus-sensitive scalar operator. 
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                   SCAL      athlete worst      ADD jump.over 1.7m  
     INTENDED: ‘Even the worst athlete can jump 1.7m.’ 
 
The following data show that simultaneous association with contrastive topic and focus is also 
possible for the additive particle cũng in the absence of thậm chí. This suggests that, same as 
with English even, the possibility of general alternative-sensitivity is tied to the additive meaning 
component of scalar-additive particles: 
 
 

 (40) Context: The Mayor signed many of Nam’s official documents, for instance, his  
  marriage certificate, his child’s birth certificate.  
  Q:  Really? What about his recognition award/? Who\ signed that/? 
  
  [Bằng khen      của Nam]CT thì   [chủ tịch   thành phố]F [cũng  tF ký tCT]    
  award recognition  of Nam PRT  chairman city         ADD  sign 
  ‘Nam’s recognition awardCT was ALSO signed by the mayorF.’ 
 
 
Finally, observe that the form of the additivity presupposition which constrains the range of licit 
discourse-antecedents in CT-focus configurations will depend exclusively on the content of the 
vP-complement of the additive particle: (41a) with an almost empty vP presupposes that there be 
a discourse antecedent specifying that somebody else jumped over some other height. In (41b), 
in contrast, the subject remains inside the vP, where it is c-commanded by additive cũng. 
Because of this, the additive presupposition will now take the form ‘Nam jumped over some 
other height.’ Notice that the order thậm chí>F>cũng changes to thậm chí>cũng>F when the 
focus is on the vP-remnant; see fn.7. 
 
 

(41) a. Tell me about the height 3m. Who jumps over it?  
  [3m]CT,2 thì thậm chí  [Nam]F,1  cũng  [vP t1  nhảy qua t2].  
   3m        TOP  SCAL  Nam    ADD             jump over    
  ‘As for 3 m, even Nam jumps over it.’   
  b. I know that Nam jumps over 2.90m. But what about 3m? 
  [3m]CT,1 thì thậm chí  cũng [vP  Nam nhảy qua t1]. 
  3m         TOP  SCAL   ADD        Nam jump over      
  ‘As for 3 m, it is even the case that Nam jumps over that.’ 
 
 
Based on these data, we conclude that the additivity presupposition on licit discourse antecedents 
in Vietnamese is triggered by the additive particle and depends only on the content of its vP-
complement. Consequently, the additivity presupposition in Vietnamese should be lexically 
coded in the meaning of additive cũng, whilst the scalar meaning component in Vietnamese will 
be coded in the lexical meaning of thậm chí. The next subsection presents the formal analysis of 
scalar-additive particles and their association with CT and focus in Vietnamese. 
 
 
 
4.3 Association of Scalar Particles with CT and Focus in Vietnamese: Analysis 
 
 
The fact that the two meaning components of scalar-additivity are expressed by two distinct 
functional items in Vietnamese allows for a straightforward formal account on which the two 
meaning components are treated separately. Since Vietnamese requires the left-dislocation of 
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CT- and focus constituent to a vP-external position in cases of double association with CT and 
focus, the general sensitivity to CT- and focus alternatives in the additive meaning component 
can be easily modelled: the additive particle cũng denotes a propositional operator. This operator 
unselectively binds any CT- and F-traces in its local vP-domain by closing them off existentially. 
As a result, cũng will existentially bind all open variables in its syntactic vP-scope, thereby 
giving rise to the additive presupposition in (42): 
 
 

(42) [[ cũng vP ]] g =  [[ vP]] g ;  defined iff 
    CONTEXT  xi…xn [[yi. …. yn. [[ vP]] g[iyi,…nyn]](xi)…(xn)] 
 
 
In the case of the mayor-example in (40), the vP contains the traces of CT and focus, and 
applying cũng to the vP-meaning gives rise to the presupposition that the context contains a 
proposition of the form ‘x,y [x signed y]’, i.e. somebody signed something. 8 Notice that the 
sensitivity of cũng to CT- and focus information is brought about by syntactic means 
(movement, binding) without explicit reference to CT-, Comment-, or focus-alternatives in the 
semantics. Notice further that this procedure precludes the possibility of reconstructing CTs and 
focus constituents into the vP at LF. At least for CTs, this is a welcome result given the fact that 
CTs are standardly assumed to take widest scope over the rest of the clause (Endriss 2009, 
Tomioka 2010, Wagner 2012).9 

By contrast, the scalar meaning and its conventional association behavior with focus are 
coded in the lexical meaning of thâm chí, which only contributes scale entailment in the focus 
domain to the presuppositional meaning of the clause. This is shown in (43), in which the 
meaning of scalar thâm chí takes two semantic arguments, namely the denotation of the focus 
constituent (F1), which has been raised to an adjacent position from within vP, and the denotation 
of vP.  
 
 

 (43) [[ thâm chí ]] ([[ F1]]  )( [[ vP]] g) = x1. [[ vP]] g[1x1] ([[ F1]]  ) defined iff 
    zALT([[ F1]]  ): x1. [[ vP]] g[1x1] ([[ F1]]  ) >C x1. [[ vP]] g[1x1](z) 
 
 
Notice that the result of applying the vP-meaning (after -abstraction over trace index ‘1’ of the 
focus contituent) to the meaning of the focus constituent is equivalent to the value of COMM in 
the formal analysis of English even in (34ii) above. Same as for English even above, the formal 
definition of the scalar presupposition in Vietnamese makes no reference to the meaning of CT, 
in line with the observation that CT-meanings are irrelevant for computing the entailment 
patterns of scalar particles in CT-focus configurations. 

In combination, the additive presupposition of cũng in (42) and the scalar presupposition of 
thâm chí in (43) give rise to a joint presuppositional reading which is equivalent to the meaning 
of the 2-place alternative-sensitive operator evenALT in (34). However, this result is achieved in a 
                                                 
8 In (42), not all of the values for xi to xn are required to be different from the corresponding values in the prejacent 
proposition. This is because, in the trace-theory of movement adopted here, there is no way of accessing the 
alternatives of focus or CT at the vP-level, since in Vietnamese these constituents obligatorily move out of vP. 
However, example (40) shows clearly that not all the values for variables need to be distinct, as the ‚mayor‘ is found 
both in the disocurse antecedent and in the prejacent proposition of cũng. See Erlewine (2014) for relevant 
discussion and for an alternative formalization, in which focus- and CT-marking on lower copies are retained inside 
the vP under the copy-theory of movement. 
9 See also Erlewine (2014: 61ff.) for arguments against reconstructing overtly moved focus constituents back into 
the scope of scalar even. 
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more parsimonious way, which does without postulating semantically complex 2-place operators 
that would range over CT- and COMMENT-alternatives. All that is required are the 
independently motivated mechanisms of quantification over focus alternatives, on the one hand, 
and unselective variable binding plus existential closure, on the other.10 For Vietnamese, then, 
there is no need for coding generalized alternative-sensitivity into the semantic system! The only 
domain of alternatives that matters is the one required for computing scalar entailments, and this 
is the domain of focus alternatives. The discourse-anaphoric additive presupposition, by contrast, 
is computed in the syntax without explicit reference to CT-alternatives. In the next sub-section, 
we will see that the revised analysis of scalar-additivity carries over to English, modulo syntactic 
differences with respect to the overt or covert applicability of focus movement in the two 
languages. 
 
 
4.4 Extending the Analysis to English even and German sogar 
 
 
The analysis of scalar-addivity in Vietnamese carries over directly to adverbial even and its 
German counterpart sogar on the plausible assumption that the two meaning components in (42) 
and (43) are coded in a single lexical item.11 The semantically fused adverbial particles even and 
sogar take two semantic arguments, namely focus and vP-meaning, respectively, same as thâm 
chí in (43):  
 
 

 (44) [[ even]] ([[ F1]]  )( [[ vP]] g) =   x1. [[ vP]] g[1x1] ([[ F1]]  ) defined iff 
    i. CONTEXT  xi…xn [[yi. …. yn. [[ vP]] g[iyi,…nyn]](xi)…(xn)] 
    ii. zALT(F): x1. [[ vP]] g[1x1] ([[ F1]]  ) >C x1. [[ vP]] g[1x1](z) 
 
 
Once again, the semantic sensitivity of even to the meaning of contrastive topics, which shows in 
the licensing conditions on discourse antecedent for even-sentences, is only indirect as it is 
established in the syntactic component through existential binding of the CT-trace. For this 
reason, the lexical meaning of even in (44) differs from the topic-operator mechanism proposed 
in (34) above in making no explicit reference to the meaning of CT, or CT-alternatives. It only 
refers to the meaning of focus. The revised analysis makes it possible to continue treating even as 
a semantic operator that is focus-sensitive in the traditional sense. More generally, there is no 
need for treating scalar particles in natural languages as being semantically sensible to CT-
alternatives, a welcome result. The only domain of alternatives that matters for interpreting 
scalar particles is the domain of focus alternatives, which is required for computing the scalar 

                                                 
10 The assumption of unselective binding is independently motivated by the fact that Vietnamese is a wh-in situ 
language (Bruening and Tran 2006). 
11 For German, there is both diachronic and morphological evidence for a developmental path from the Vietnamese 
pattern (2 morphemes: 1 ADD, 1 SCAL) to a single lexical item sogar. According to Eckardt and Speyer (2014), the 
“[scalar] focus particle arises from a ‘culminative’ gar, combined with so ‘so, such’ (between 1700 and 1800; the 
same gar remains an – archaic – particle in Modern High German).” The culminative, or scalar, meaning of gar is 
still observed in constructions such as gar müde ‘quite tired/ tired to degree d’, whilst the particle so is still used 
anaphorically in contemporary German. This would suggest the lexical decomposition of so+gar in (i): 
 (i) a.  so:  anaphoric particle relating to preceding discourse: ADD  
 b. gar: SCAL 
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entailments. CT-meanings only play an indirect role (via their traces) for the computation of the 
additivity presupposition in the syntactic component. 

A final question for the revised analysis of scalar even is how the scalar particle is able to 
access the focus meaning, which is fed into the derivation as an independent syntactic and 
semantic unit in (44). Recall that unlike in Vietnamese where the (term) focus associate of scalar 
thâm chí invariably moves to a vP-external position adjacent to thâm chí, the focus constituent 
does not overtly raise out of vP in English. The formalization in (44) presupposes a parallel 
treatment of Vietnamese and English, however, which can be easily achieved by assuming covert 
movement of the focus constituent to the specifier of even at LF (Rooth 1992, Rooth 1996). The 
resulting syntactic representation is shown in (45) for the sentence ‘The Canadian even won 
gold’ from example (35) above. 
 
 

(45) The CanadianCT,1 [evenP GOLDF,2 even [vP t1 won t2]]  
 
 
In (45), the scalar operator has local access to the vP-denotation, which is required for computing 
the additivity presupposition. And it has local access to the vP- and focus denotation, which are 
required for computing the scalarity presupposition. In addition, CT- and focus constituent have 
left behind a trace inside the vP, thereby ensuring the sensitivity to both focus and CT-
information in the additive discourse-anaphoric component.  

An alternative and movement-free analysis would establish the semantic relation between 
even and the vP-internal focus through a designated focus variable on the focus constituent; cf. 
Kratzer (1991), Wold (1996), Beck (2006), Erlewine (2014). This is shown in (46): 
 
 

 (46) The CanadianCT,1 even2 [vP t1 won GOLDF2] 
 
 
This structure gives rise to the two presuppositions of even in the following way: The additive 
presupposition is computed by unselective binding of all vP-internal variables i.e. the movement 
trace t1 and the designated focus variable F2, with an existential quantifier. The scalar 
presupposition, in turn, is computed by selective binding of the designated focus index ‘F2’ 
through the scalar particle. This can be achieved, for instance, by making the meaning of focus 
constituent and even dependent on assignment functions, as discussed in Erlewine (2014). If so, 
scalar even would not take the focus meaning itself as one of its semantic argument, as in (44), 
but rather an assignment function g. I refer the reader to Erlewine (2014) for details. 

This concludes the discussion of the revised semantic analysis of adverbial even. Drawing on 
data from Vietnamese, it was argued that it is possible to model the general alternative-
sensitivity that was observed in the additivity presupposition of even without explicit recourse to 
the meaning of CTs. Instead, general alternative-sensitivity comes about as the indirect result of 
an existential quantifier which unselectively binds all variables in the scope of even, i.e. inside 
vP. Modelling the scalar meaning component of even, by contrast, only requires access to the 
focus meaning, either by covert movement or else by selective binding of a designated focus 
index. As far as its scalar meaning is concerned, then, even is a run-off-the-mill focus-sensitive 
element, which conventionally associates with focus. The wider syntactic distribution and the 
more liberal association behavior, compared to exclusive only, is due to the second meaning 
component of even, its additivity presupposition, which does not directly depend on the meaning 
of contrastive topics, nor on the meaning of foci for that matter. 
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5 Against focus operator stacking: arguments from Vietnamese 
 
 
In this final section, we will briefly consider and reject another analysis of general alternative-
sensitive even, once again drawing on data from Vietnamese. This alternative analysis would 
also allow for a simple lexical analysis of even as a plain focus-sensitive operator. However, it 
does so at the cost of reanalyzing contrastive topics as higher focus operators in a sequence of 
stacked foci (Wagner 2012). Following the analysis in Wagner (2012), even could – in principle 
– be reanalyzed as an overt lower focus operator in the scope of another (covert) focus operator. 
This higher focus operator would then associate with what is commonly treated as the contrastive 
topic, and it induces the second dimension of alternatives in the form of a discourse-anaphoric 
background presupposition. Same as the analyses proposed in 3.3 and 4.4, this alternative 
analysis is able to account for (i.) the relevance of two dimensions of alternatives for licensing 
occurrences of even; and (ii.) the fact that scalar entailments are only computed over the lower 
focus domain containing the scalar operator even. Moreover, Wagner (2012:33) explicitly draws 
on data of the type discussed in the present paper, cf. (47), in support of his analysis. 
 
 

 (47) The /GERMANS even wore LEDERHOSEN\.   
 
 
In section 5.1 we briefly demonstrate how a Wagner-style analysis would apply to the relevant 
data at hand. Section 5.2 presents evidence from Vietnamese against a Wagner-style reanalysis 
of double association with focus and CT (= higher focus). 
 
 
5.1 Contrastive Topics as Stacked Focus Operators (Wagner 2012) 
 
The core assumptions of Wagner’s reanalysis of contrastive topics as foci are as follows. First, 
there are no CT-operators in the grammar of natural languages. Second, all semantically  active 
alternatives are introduced by focus operators. Third, contrastive topic accenting in pitch accent 
languages such as English and German indicates a sequence of hierarchically stacked covert 
focus operators. Fourth, the presuppositions of the hierarchically stacked focus operators 
regarding QUDs and salient alternatives in the discourse compositionally add up from the lowest 
to the highest operator in the sequence. Fifth, focus operators always take two arguments: the 
alternative-inducing focus, and a -abstracted background predicate (Wagner 2012: 31). Again, 
this is reminiscent of the analysis of scalar even as a 2-place operator in 3.3 and 4.4 above. 
Wagner (2012: 31) exemplifies his proposal with the classic example in (48a), which is given the 
analysis in (48b): 
 
 

 (48) a. /FRED ate the BEANS\  (Who ate what? What did Fred eat?) 
  b. FOC (FRED) (x. FOC (the BEANS) (y. x ate y) ) 
   i. Presupposition introduced by inner FOCUS:  (QUD) 
    {y |Fred ate y} is salient and a [[ beans]] ALT other than beans 
   ii.  Presupposition introduced by outer FOCUS:   (higher Q) 
    {x,y| x ate y} is salient and a [[ Fred ]] ALT other than Fred  
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Disregarding some compositionality issues that have to do with the precise definition of the 
FOC-operator, and, in particular, with the question of how the focus associate of the higher focus 
operator (FRED) should be able to form a part of the presupposition of the lower focus operator, 
Wagner’s analysis can be extended to CT-F-sentences with even, such as (27a), repeated in (49) 
for convenience. Again, the analysis should account for the core observation that scalar 
entailment relations are only computed over the focus domain. 
 
 

 (49) An AVERAGE/ athleteCT can even jump 6 FEETF\. 
   someone can jump 6 ft > someone can jump 5, 4, 3, … ft 
 
Applying Wagner’s analysis to (49) yields the syntactic structure in (50). The scalar focus 
operator even associating with 6 FEET is found in a lower position in the scope of a covert FOC-
operator that associates with the subject, prosodically marked by CT-rising: 
 
 

 (50) (FOC (AVERAGE ATHLETE) (x. EVEN (6 FEET) (d. x can jump d high)) 
  i.  Presuppositions introduced by inner focus and EVEN:  (QUD) 
      {d |best athlete jumps d high} is salient and a[[ 6FT]] ALT other than 6ft; 
      and [x jumps 6 ft] >C [x jumps a ft] 
  ii.  Presupposition introduced by outer FOC:   (higher Q) 
  {x,d | x jumped d high} is salient and a[[ AVER ATHLETE]] ALT other 

 than the average athlete  
 
 
Compositionality issues aside, the presuppositions in (50i,ii) are comparable to the ones derived 
in section 4.4 as part of the lexical meaning of even: The combination of inner focus and outer 
focus (= CT in our terms) is responsible for the fact that licit discourse antecedent may differ in 
the x-domain of athletes and in the d-domain of heights; cf. (50ii). In addition, since scalar even 
associates with the lower focus (= the original focus in our terms), the analysis accounts for the 
fact that only the (lower) focus domain plays a role in determining the scalar entailments.  

This raises the question of how to choose between this analysis and our analysis of even from 
section 4.4.  In the next section, we will briefly show that Wagner’s (2012) analysis does not 
easily extend to Vietnamese, as CT-position and focus position can be shown to be categorically 
different in this language. Based on this, we will conclude that the analysis in 4.4 is the only one 
that can account for the general alternative-sensitivity of scalar adverbial particles in a cross-
linguistically uniform manner. 

 
 

5.2 Against decomposing CTs: evidence from Vietnamese  
 
Extending Wagner’s (2012) analysis to Vietnamese, we arrive at the following schematic 
structure for sentences with scalar thâm chí, a left-dislocated focus, and a contrastive topic: 
 
 

 (51) [(FOCOBJ) thì  ( thâm chí (FOCSUBJ) (vP cung V)) 
 
 
Moreover, assuming that thì resembles Japanese wa in also expressing contrast (Vermeulen 
2013, Tomioka 2010), it is possible to treat this particle as an overt spellout of the higher FOC-
operator. However, it can be shown that the analysis in (51) makes an incorrect prediction for 
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Vietnamese: on the plausible assumption that both kinds of focus  (high and low) are modifiable 
by the same set of focus-sensitive operators, we expect to find no asymmetries in the association 
behavior of exclusive and scalar particles. In particular, both exclusive particles and scalar 
particles are predicted to associate with higher foci (aka as CTs) and lower foci alike, contrary to 
fact. What we find instead is the following. 

First, exclusive particles may only associate with material in the lower slot corresponding to 
focus, but not with material in the higher slot typically associated with CTs: (52a) shows the 
preverbal CT- and focus-slot without an exclusive particle in the structure; (52b) shows the 
association of the exclusive particle chỉ with an immediately preverbal focus; and (52c) shows 
association of the exclusive with a preverbal focus in the presence of a left-peripheral CT. The 
ungrammatical (52d) is the crucial data point: It shows that it is impossible for an exclusive 
particle to associate with material in the higher sentence-initial (topic) position when the 
preverbal focus position, the lower focus on Wagner’s account, is also filled. 
 
 

 (52) Q:  Who\ invited whom/CT?   
   QUD: Who invited Trung? Nam invited Trung. 
    What about Hoa? Who invited her? 
  a.  [Hoa]CT    [Nam]F cũng mời.      
   Hoa           Nam    ADD  invite                  
   ‘NAM also invited Hoa.   
  b.    Chỉ có  [Nam]F  mời    [Hoa]CT.  
     EXCL FM Nam    invite   Hoa   
     ‘Only NAM invited Hoa.’ 
  c.  [Hoa]CT thì     chỉ có  [Nam]F   mời.     
   Hoa      TOP  EXCL FM Nam     invite     
    ‘Only NAM invited Hoa.’ 
  d.      * chỉ (có)  Nam (thì)   Hoa   mời.     
   EXCL FM Nam TOP   Hoa   invite      
 
 
The scalar particle thậm chí behaves in full parallel to its exclusive counterpart: it must associate 
with material in the lower structural slot corresponding to focus, and, as shown above, it can only 
express scalar entailments over the lower focus domain. In (53ab), thậm chí associates locally 
with (CT-) material in sentence-initial position, preceding another focus in the pre-vP position 
marked by cũng. Crucially, both sentences are ungrammatical, irrespective of context: 
 
 

 (53) a.       * thậm chí Người của Tea Party (thì)    [Hillary] (họ)  cũng    ủng hộ.   
   SCAL  member tea party  TOP Hillary  3PL    ADD support 

   INTENDED:  ‘Even the tea party members support Hillary.’ 
  b.      * thậm chí  Obama (thì)    [người của Tea Party]  cũng  ủng hộ 

   SCAL  Obama TOP   member tea party   ADD support 
   INTENDED:  ‘Even Obama is supported by the tea party members.’ 
 
 
Third, it is impossible in Vietnamese for different focus operators to associate with different 
constituents in the preverbal domain. This is shown in schematic form in (54ab) for the linear 
orders EXCL>SCAL and SCAL>EXCL, respectively.  
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(54) a. *chỉEXCL  XPOBJ  thâm chìSCAL XPSUBJ   cũng   V (only > even) 
  b. *thâm chìSCAL XPOBJ chỉEXCL XPSUBJ   cũng   V (even > only) 
 
 
The Vietnamese data are in striking contrast to English and German, where exclusives and scalar 
particles can interchangeably associate with higher or lower focus on Wagner’s (2012) analysis. 
Given the ungrammaticality of (54ab), and given the fact that the scalar particle is syntactically 
and semantically restricted to a position above the additive particle cũng, there is only one 
possible surface order for the multiple association of scalar and exclusive particles with different 
foci in Vietnamese: this is the order thâm chì > cũng > chỉ, where the exclusive particle and its 
focus associate remain inside the vP, demarcated again by cũng. This is illustrated in (55ab) for 
the association of scalar thâm chì with subject focus and object focus, respectively.12 
 
 

 (55) a.  Thậm chí sinh viên giỏi nhất  cũng  chỉ  giải được  bài dễ nhất.  
   SCAL         student    best      ADD EXCL solve         problem easy most 
   ‘Even the best student only solved the easiest problem.’ (evenSUBJ > only) 
  b. Thậm chí bài dễ nhất     cũng  chỉ  sinh viên giỏi nhất giải được. 
   SCAL         problem easy most ADD EXCL student best       solve  
                           ‘Even the easiest problem only the best student solved.’ (evenOBJ > only) 
 
 
In sum, the data in (52) to (55) provide evidence against the existence of two structural preverbal 
focus positions in Vietnamese, and thence against a Wagner-style reanalysis of Vietnamese CTs 
as higher focus operators in a stacked sequence of foci. Instead, the Vietnamese data point 
towards a different information-structural status of sentence-initial contrastive topics (marked by 
thì), on the one hand, and preverbal focus constituents, on the other. The data in (52) to (55) are 
directly accounted for if (i.) exclusive and scalar particles obligatorily associate with focus; if 
(ii.) there is only one structural focus position in the preverbal functional domain; and if (iii.) 
contrastive topics in sentence-initial position are not foci.  

In light of these considerations, a Wagner-style analysis of scalar adverbial even in terms of 
sequences of stacked focus operators is untenable for Vietnamese, and, applying an argument of 
cross-linguistic uniformity, for English as well. By contrast, the analysis of scalar-additivity  that 
was developed in sections 4.3 and 4.4 applies in a uniform manner to scalar -additive particles in 
Vietnamese and English alike. It is therefore to be preferred on conceptual grounds. 

 
 

6 Conclusion 
 
 
In this paper, we offered a thorough discussion of the peculiar semantic association behavior of 
adverbial scalar particles. It was shown that scalar-additive even in adverbial position differs 

                                                 
12 Given the structural limitations observable in (55), the expression of the reverse scope order (only > even) is 
impossible in mono-clausal structures in Vietnamese. It follows that the expression of such readings with wide scope 
of the exclusive over the scalar particle must rely on bi-clausal structures containing the cleft-like copula là, cf. (i):  
(i) Chỉ   có        bài dễ nhất        *(là)    thậm chí sinh viên kém nhất  cũng giải được.  
 EXCL exist  problem easiest  COP  SCAL  student worst        ADD   solve          
 ‘There is only the easiest problem that even the worst student can solve.’ 
I will set aside this issue for future research. 
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from exclusive particles in displaying a more liberal association behavior. In particular, unlike 
exclusive only, adverbial even is sensitive to the meaning of contrastive topics AND focus in the 
relevant information-structural configurations (Section 3.1). We referred to the liberal 
association behavior of even under the label of general alternative-sensitivity. It was further 
shown that the additive and the scalar meaning components of scalar-additive particles are 
sensitive to the meaning of contrastive topics and foci in different ways: The meaning of 
contrastive topics indeed plays a role for the additive presupposition of even in determining the 
form of licit discourse antecedents. The scalar meaning component, in contrast, is only sensitive 
to focus alternatives (Section 3.2). In other words, adverbial even is generally alternative-
sensitive in its additive meaning component, but it associates conventionally with focus as far as 
its scalar meaning component is concerned. At the end of Section 3, we offered a preliminary 
formal analysis of adverbial even as a 2-place operator, which takes a contrastive topic and its 
comment as arguments. We also argued that general alternative sensitivity to contrastive topics 
and foci is excluded for exclusive particles on principled grounds: the typical CT-environment 
with its additive presuppositions clashes with the lexical meaning of exclusives. In Section 4, we 
revised the formal semantic analysis of scalar adverbial particles. Drawing on data from 
Vietnamese, it was argued that the general alternative-sensitivity of scalar particles, and in 
particular the sensitivity to the meaning of contrastive topics, is actually a semantic property of 
an additive operator (in Vietnamese) or the additive meaning component (with English even). 
This additive operator/meaning component was argued to operate over the vP-domain by 
existentially binding all vP-internal variables, including the traces of contrastive topics. Since 
contrastive topics obligatorily move out of vP, the sensitivity of the additive meaning component 
to such elements is accounted for. Crucially, the semantic relation between even and the 
contrastive topic is established without reference to contrastive topic-alternatives in the lexical 
meaning of even. By contrast, the scalar meaning component of even (same as the scalar particle 
in Vietnamese) must make explicit reference to the meaning of focus in its lexical specification, 
as is typical of conventional focus-sensitive operators. The final analysis of scalar even is fairly 
conventional, then, modulo the novel analysis put forward for the additive meaning component. 
Finally, we briefly considered and rejected a Wagner-style (2012) analysis of general alternative-
sensitivity in terms of hierarchically stacked focus operators, drawing again on data from 
Vietnamese.  
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